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1. Introduction 

1.1 What is my project?  

We have too many leaves at our place that mum and dad rake up into the bin and send to the 
tip. I wanted to make a compressor to squash the leaves into little bricks that we could burn 
them in our fire pit. This is better for the environment and also I wanted to help mum and dad 
make our house safer if there is a fire. There will be less leaves around. 

The compressor squishes the leaves in the bin into little bricks so there is less leaves and we 
don’t have to buy wood for our fire pit. 

1.2 How did I choose my project? 

I talked to mum and dad about some problems we have at home that I could design 
something to fix them. The Leaf Tramper was my idea to help get rid of all the leaves at our 
place. They are always falling off the tree and drive them crazy. 

1.3 The problems I had 

I had a few different problems. My first tramper I made out of boxes and I couldn’t get it to 

stick together it kept breaking. So this wasn’t a good model because I wouldn’t be able to get 

it to school and it wouldn’t be any good to show how to squash the leaves. I decided then to 

make the tramper out of lego as it is much stronger and will stick together and not break. This 

was much better. 

 

The next problem I had was that we went to the Reject shop and bought two different sized 

bins. One was 10L and the other was 250mL . I looked at my lego and realised that I wouldn’t 

have enough lego for the 10L bin as it was too big so I then decided to make my tramper for 

the little bin. 

 

I made the tramper out of lego and went to squash some leaves in my  bin but it was the 

wrong size and shape for my compressor, this was a big problem. I was really happy with the 

design of my tramper and didn’t want to rebuild it so I decided that I would have to now build 

the bin instead of using the ones I had bought. I was disappointed about this because I liked 

that they looked like ‘real’ leaf bins and I had trouble making the bin look real when I made it 
out of lego. After working on it for a fair while I was happy with it’s size cause it worked really 

well with the tramper but was a bit worried that it didn’t look exactly like the bin but I think I 
got it kind of close.

  
  



2. My project design and features 

2.1 How my idea works 

You fill the bin with leaves then you get the handle of the tramper and squash the leaves down 
many times till they break into tiny pieces and compress into a brick. 

2.1 My design 

 

 



 



2.3 Research  

We went to Bunnings to have a look if there was other designs similar to my idea but could 
only find a wire that you could put into your bin to break them up. Mine is different because it 
compresses the leaves into a brick and then we can re-purpose the leaves to go into the fire 
pit, this is recycling. Also by reducing the leaves at my house we make it safer if there is a bush 
fire. If any sparks flew over to our house the leaves wouldn’t be able to catch on fire because 
we would have compressed them already into bricks. 

 

2.4 Problems I had and how I fixed them 

Problem 
Type  

About the problem  How bad 
(L/M/H) 

How I fixed it  

Cardboard 
box tramper 

The cardboard was not strong 
enough and wouldn’t stay stuck 
together, I had to think of a stronger 
material for my model. 

H I decided to use lego 
as the bricks click 
together and make it 
stronger. 

Bins I bought bins from the shop because I 
wanted them to look realistic with 
my tramper but the first bin was too 
big and the second bin I used 
wouldn’t fit properly under my 
tramper. 

H I decided to design 
my own leaf bin to go 
with the tramper. 

Removing 
leaf bricks. 

The design of the real leaf bin 
wouldn’t let me get the bricks out 
after they were compressed. 

H I had to design a door 
and put it into the 
bottom of the bin to 
remove the bricks. 



 

2.5 How well did my model work? 

System Measurement (What are you testing) Result Did it work well?  

Recycle How to recycle leaf waste to use it 
for a different purpose. 

Less leaves 
and bricks to 
burn in our 
fire pit. 

Yes. 

Fire 
protection 

Remove the leaves for fire 
protection. 

Protect my 
house from 
bush fire. 

Yes 

Potential 
Energy 
Storage 

Save energy for heating by using the 
fire pit instead to keep warm. 

Reduce how 
much power 
we use for 
heating. 

Yes 

 

3. User Manual/Instructions 

3.1 How do you use my project? (Step by step) 

1. You put leaves in the bin. 

2. You lift the tramper handle to put force onto the leaves to break them into small pieces 

and compress them into bricks. 

3. You remove the bricks from the bottom of the bin to recycle in the fire. 

4. You begin the process again, like a cycle. 

 

 

  



3.2 My instruction page 

How to operate my working model 

How to operate the Leaf Tramper 

 

1. Place the leaves in the bin.  
2. Slide the bin under the compressor. 
3. Lift the tramper handle and compress 

the leaves. 



 

4. Picture of the tramper handle being lifted 
before compression. 
 
 
 

 

5. Pushing the handle down. 



 

6. Open the front of the bin and remove the 
leaf bricks. 

 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 Where could my project be used? 

The project can be used at anyone’s house that has leaf problems. The project could also be 

used at my school and other kids schools to solve leaf problems. The council could ask people 

to use the leaf tramper instead of the green bins to recycle their leaves and then there would 

be less leaf waste and less fire danger in our area. 

 

4.2 Dangers with using my design? 

The main risk would be if an animal or person could get in the bin and get squished. You would 

have to put a safety lock on the tramper handle so it could only be operated by an adult. 

 



4.3 What did I learn? 

I learnt that I could turn an idea to help my mum and dad into a design and then build that 

design to make my home a better place. I would recycle the leaves into bricks for the fire and I 
would also stop the risk of our house burning down in a bush fire. 

4.4 Future Ideas  (What would I do differently the next time?) 

Next time I would like to buy a bin and the parts to make a real compressor and see if I could 

work out to make a prototype that worked not just a lego prototype. I would also probably 

think of better ideas now that I have done this one and learnt how to make a leaf tramper. 

 

 

  



5. References & Acknowledgements 

 

5.1 References for my sources of information, solutions and ideas 

Bunnings leaf compost tool website: 

https://www.bunnings.com.au/our-range/garden/gardening/maintenance/compost-bins 

 

 

5.2 Who has assisted you in completing your project? 

Dad helped me with the design and talking to me about my ideas. Mum helped me to type up 

my project and she took lots of videos and photos of me. 
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Date: Entry (Include  WritteN Description, Photographs, Screenshots) 

03/06/2017 I got the  idea  to  squish  leaves  in  a  garbage  bin  into  bricks because  our house  has lot’s of leaves. 
We  live  in  Wahroonga  which  is a  very leafy place  and  mum and  dad  have  to  blow the  leaves 
everyday into  a  pile  which  then  go  in  the  bin  to  the  tip. I decided  to  make  something  that would 
help  them and  be  good  for the  environment. It will  recycle  the  leaves so  that we  can  burn  them in 
our fire. 

04/06/2017 I had  to  draw lots of ideas for the  project. I want to  be  able  to  put the  leaves into  a  leaf bin  then 
compress them to  make  small  bricks that we  can  then  burn. This will  be  better for the 
environment and  will  also  reduce  the  risk of a  bushfire  burning  down  my house. 

08/06/2017 I made  some  things with  boxes to  try and  make  a  leaf tramper but it was very hard  to  get them to 
stick together and  not fall  to  pieces. This gave  me  the  idea  I would  need  something  stronger so  I 
decided  to  use  lego  and  I asked  mum to  take  me  shopping  to  get a  little  plastic bin  for the  leaves. 

09/06/2017 We  bought two  different types of bins but I will  have  to  make  a  giant lego  leaf tramper if I use  the 
bigger bin  and  I don’t have  enough  lego  to  do  this so  am going  to  try the  little  bin.

BIG BIN 10L 

15/06/2017 Dad  helped  me  draw some  designs for my leaf tramper. 



 

 

16/06/2017 I made  the  compressor which  will  tramp  the  leaves into  bricks using  lego. It worked  really well. 
I then  tried  it on  the  little  bin  that mum and  I got at the  shops and  the  bin  was too  big  for the 
tramper to  fit in  it to  squash  the  leaves so  I had  to  think again.  
I decided  to  build  the  bin  out of lego  and  had  to  make  lots and  lots of bins to  get the  right side 
and  even  though  it wouldn’t really look like  the  real  thing  I got as close  to  it as I could. 

17/06/2017 I tried  using  real  leaves and  they didn’t really work so  I pretended  using  lego  to  squash  the 
leaves into  bricks. 




